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American Council on Education
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Survey Of
College Frosh
If you've ever puzzled over
the younger generation, a
survey of this year 's college
freshmen may have some insights - and surprises ...:... for
you.
On the whole, college freshmen, 1976-77 variety, are good
students with definite and
practical ideas of why they are
in college and where they want
to go from there. And their
attitudes and values reflect the
changing society around them.
All of this is revealed in a
survey of last fall's entering
college freshmen by the
American
Council
on
Education , which has made the
study annually for the past
decade. Respondents were
215,890 full-time freshmen who
entered 393 colleges and
universities last fall. This in-

cluded 863 of the 1432 freshmen
at the University of MissouriRolla.
The first-time the college
students reported higher-thanever high school grade
averages, with 87 per cent of the
UMR group (74 per cent
na tionally) in the B-Qr-better
category. (However. two-thirds
of them believed tha t these
grades were too easy to corne by
in their high schools).
Getting a better job was an
important reason in deciding to
go to college for 81 per cent of
the UMR group and 67 per cent
of the national group. But UMR
students were more confident
(by 80 to 60 per cent) than their
national counterparts in their
expectations of finding a job in
their field of study. The UMR
percentage
corresDonds
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Major Positions Open

I
I
Openings for the positions of Editor, Business
I Manager; News Editor, Features Editor , Sports
I Editor , Managing Editor, & Photo Editor, may be
: interviewed for by submitting an application,
I available at the Miner office.
I ____________________________

INDEPENDENT
WEEKEND
APRIL 15 & 16
fRIDAY
Tea: Tech-Eng Club
8 to 12

$1.00

SATURDAY
Games: Lion's Club
12 to 3
Bar-Be-Cue: Lion's Club
3 to 7
Sirloin-All You Can Eat
With Door Prize

$3.75

Dance: Street Dance
Across From Tech-Engine Club
Sales In The Quad

9 To 2:30

:
I
I
I
I
I
I

J

UMR Students study one of the many displays set up for the Eta Kappa Nu Industry Show.
Photo by Burford

roughly to the percentage of
engineering majors (82 per
cent)
at
UMR ,
which
specializes in engineering and
science education. Only one per
cent listed themselves as undecided on probable major
fields of study , and UMR was
chosen by 84.4 per cent because
of its good academic reputation .
The changing role of women
in society is reflected in the
answers of both men and
women. More than 18 per cent of
the Rolla freshmen participating
in the survey were women and
69 per cent of these plan to

major in engineering, a record
'on both counts for the Rolla
campus. All of the women and
92 per cen t of the men believe in
job equality for women. Only 12
per cent of the women agree
that " women 's activities are
best in the horne" with 31 per
cent of the men voting for the
traditional women's role. (A
decade ago , more than threefifths of the men and one-fifth of
the women felt that a woman 's
place was in the horne ).
About half of the UMR
students (and slightly more of

the national group ) listed
raising a family as an important objective in life. Almost
65 per cent at UMR and about 55
per cent nationally thought that
large families should be
discouraged.
Politically, both national and
UMR percentages showed a
shift toward center. This year 58
per cent of the Rolla students
and 54 per cent of the national
group consider t hemselves
middle of the road. Liberals
claimed a somewhat higher
(continued p. 3)

New Intervisitation Proposal
UMR can a nxiousl y antiCipate the adoption of a new
intervisitation proposal which
has recently been put forth to
the campus fo r a pproval.
Originating. in the student
council Ad Hoc Intervisitation
Committee, this proposal is in
the process of being sifted
through the various channels of
approval in the University .
The proposal will apply to a
trial period only and will be
unofficial until it has gone
before the Board of Curators
and the Pres ident of the
University.
If
accepted,
the
intervisitation hours that have
been in effect throughout the
semester will apply only to
personal living areas . The rule
states that the hours extending

from 12:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.,
Sunday through Thursday, and
the hours extending from 12 :00
a .m . Friday and Saturday, be
made available as limits on the
hours when an organization
may have persons of the opposite sex in their living areas.
These personal living areas
include the bedrooms, personal
study rooms , and hallways and
stairways leading to such .
In conjunction with the above
change, the hours extending
from 9:00 a .m . to 3:00 a.m.,
Monday through Sunday, are to
be made available as limits on
the hours when an organization
may have persons of the opposite sex in their group living
areas. A group living area is
defined as: lounges, kitchens,
living rooms , chapter rooms,

and halls and stairways leading
to such.
Acquisition of open house and
enforcement of these poliCies
would be a continuation of past
practices. In order to acquire
open housing an organization
will have to have approval of at
least 70 per cent of all the
residents in the living unit. Once
acquired, enforcement will be
handled by the officers or
resident assistants of the
organization and the normal
administration enforcement
channels.
The limit for extension of
hours for personal living areas
with an extension hours permit
would be 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.m.
The acquisition of such a permit
would be handled in the same
manner as past practices.

Special April Fool·s
Section

-see pages 7-9
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Notices to appear in the Bullboard section should be typed and deposited in the north door of the Miner office by 9:00
p.m ..Monday. This will assure publication in the next edition of the Miner.
A . I.CH . E .
A meeting of the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers will be held on Wednesday, April 13, at 7 :00
p.m. Speaker will be Dr . Charles D. Scott who is in the
Head Experimental Engineering Section of the
Chemical Technical Division . The title of his talk will
be: "A Chemical Profile of Man ." Refreshments will be
served following the meeting .

MARCH OF DIMES WALK-A-THON
APO is again sponsoring the 3rd annual March of
Dimes Walk·a-thon to be held in Rolla on Saturday,
April 16, at 10 : 30. The 20 mile route will begin and end at
the Multi-Purpose Building. All interested walkers can
pick up sponsor sheets at Student Personnel or the
candy counter . A trophy will be awarded to the campus
organization which collects the most money .

ASCE
There will be an ASCE meeting on April 13 at 7 :00
p.m . in room 114 CE o The guest speaker will be Dr. Joe
Eigner, the Hazardous Waste Proiect Chief for the

HIGH SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT BOWL
For the fifth consecutive year, UMR will sponsor the
Missouri High School Achievement Bowl Saturday,
April 2. High School students from all over the state
may take as many as three separate tests in any of 14
disciplines to measure the knowled9.e they have in the
basic subjects they take in school. This also enables
them to see how their knowledge compares to that of
other students throughout the state .
Medals will be awarded to the three students making
the highest scores in each of the disciplines. Also, a total
of 14 S200 students assistantships will be awarded to Ihose
receiving the highest scores who plan to aHend UMR
next fall. Registration begins at 8 a.m. and tests are
given at 9:30 a.m., 10:45 a.m. and noon .

Missouri Department of Natural Resources. He will be
speaking on Hazardous Waste Management in

Missouri. There will also be nominations of all officers
for next year. All members are urged to attend .
Refreshments will be served .
CIRCLE K
CIRCLE K will have a meeting 7: 30 p.m., Thursday,
March 24, in Room 120 of the Mechanical Engineering
Building . Guest speaker will be Mayor Herald Barnes.
Plaques will be signed at this time.
GRAD STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION OF GRAD STUDENTS will hold their
monlhly meeting on March 28th at 7 :00 p.m. in the

Physics Auditorium.
IVCF MTG
Inter- Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a chapter
meeting at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, April 12, in the
basement of the United Methodist Church at 803 Main.
Rod
Kirkpatrick
will
speak on
"Who
Sends
Missionaries?" (Please use the basement entrance on
Park Street.) All interested students and fa cully are

encouraged to attend.
MSM ROCK CLIMBNG CLUB
THE M .S.M . ROCK CLIMBING CLUB MEETS
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT 6:30 p.m . ROOM 305
NORWOOD HALL. Topics discussed include : Climbing
safety, Future climbs , and Trips by members. All in·

fere sted

p~rties

are invited to attend.

STUDENT WIVES
UMR Dames w ill hold their last regular meeting of
Ihe y ear on Monday, April 11th at 7 : 00 ' p. m . in the
Electrical Engineering Building, Room No. lOS.
Babysitting will be provided i n EE No. 104. Election of
off icers w i ll be held for the 77 -78 school year. Don't
forget 10 bring at least one item for the "Silent Auction"! R efr eshments will be served .

THE ASSOCIATION FOR BLACK STUDENTS
.. The Association For Black Students cordially invite
the campus and community to aHend the events of
Black Culture Week, ilpril 12-17 1977, at University of
Missouri-Rolla .
BLACK CULTURE WEEK
April 12 thru . 17, 1977
Tuesday: April 12, 1977, Movie - The Education of
~unny Carson, Cenlennial Hall - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday: April 13, 1977, A Presentation of African
Culture, By The African Students Association, Cen.
tennial Hall - 8:00 p.m .
Thursday: April 14, 1977, ABS . Alpha Phi Alpha
Talent Show, Mechanical Engineering Auditorium,
Room 114 - 8: 00 p. m.
Friday : April 15, 1977, Play· "Don't You Want To Be
Free?", Presented by
The Lincoln
University
Stagecrafters, Centennial Hall 8:30 p.m., Party - Alpha
Phi Alpha After Play.
Salruday : April 16, 1977, Second Annual Banquet and
Fashion Show, Guest Speaker · Mr . Eugene Jackson of
Ih e National Black Nelwork, Centennial Hall- 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: April 17, 1977, Movie & Lecture - Racism In
Black Africa , Frank Chapman and Co., 117 Civil
Engineering Building - 7: 00 p .m.
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE TO THE CAMPUS AND
COMMUNITY EXCEPT BANQUET.

SWE
The SOCiety of Women Eng i neers will hold a business
m ee ting Tu esday, April 19, at 6 : 15 in Room 114 C. E .
Nominations for officers for 1977-78 will be taken. This is
an i mportant me eting , and all members are urged to
attend.

SUB FRISBEE ANDKITCONTEST
SU B will sponsor a joint Frisbee and Kite flying
contest on Friday April 15th. The contest will take place
on the Intramural fields from 2 to 5 p.m .
Each contest will have several classes , with prizes to
be awarded in each class. I n case of rain, the 23rd. of
April will be the make up day.
International Frisbee rules will be observed.

TAU BETA PI
Tau Beta Pi will hold the Spring Initiation Banquet on
April 17th, 1977 at Lions Club Den . All faculty, members
and guests ar e welcom e. The t i me w i ll be 6:00 p .m. Dr.
Bobby Wixson will be giving a talk on his Foreign
rr av el s. Tick ers are available from any TBP pledge.
(Ti c ke rs must be turned in t o the TBP Mailbox on
Tu esda y, April 12lh in th e E E office. )

GREEK WEEK CARNIVAL
Come one , come all to the best carnival UMR has
ever seen . This year the Interfraternity Council is
sponsoring its annual Greek Week Carnival on April 22
from 7: 00 to II :00, at Lion's Park . The proceeds of this
carnival will be given to the Cerebral Palsy School.

UMR TARGET PISTOL CLUB
The next m eeti ng at the UMR Pistol Coub will be
Tuesday , April12 at 7:00 in room 101 , Mil. Sci. Building,
T -2. Ad vi sor Patrolman Bill Bleekman will speak on
firearm re gulations, pri mari ly those concerning transport ation .
.. For more information about the club attend the
m ee t i ng and see the sports page of your St. Pat's Miner.
UMR TRAP AND SKEET SHOOTING
E ve ry Wednesday and Thursday UMR Students (both
girls and boys) are invited to participate in either or
bolh Irap and skeel shooting at J .T . Harris' Rolla Trap
and Skeet Range seven miles east of town (three miles
beyond Oak Meadow Country Club on 10th Street).
The price is S1.25 for one round of 25 claybirds and
$1 .25 for 25 twelve-gauge shells. The shells must be shot
Ih ere af Ihe Range the afternoon you buy them at the
Rang e, and the emptys must be returned to the Club
that sam e afternoon. No exceptions made.
The lime each Wednesday and Thursday is 3 :00 p. m .
until you are out of birds and-or money .
If any questions, call Dr. Stevens, 341 -4481.
Also , the UMR Trap and Skeet Club has available for
use allh e Range a Skeet gun and a Trap gun .
Come! Join the UMR Trap and Skeet Club and enioy
all of th ese opportunities .
SPRING BREAK
Spr i ng break at UMR begins at 5 p. m . Saturday, April
2. It includes the free day chosen by the Student Council
(Monday, April 11 ) and ends at 7 : 30 a .m Tuesday, April
12. There will be no classes. However, all adminstrative
office s on campus will be open .
PREREGISTRATION
PREREGISTRATION for students now enrolled in
5o chool who w i ll be r eturning for the 1977 summer and -or
1977 fall semester will run April 25 through April 29 . For
fu t her information see instructions in the front of the
Fall Schedule of Classes which will be wailable in the
Regi strar ' s Office April21 . Students who preregister will
be given an opportunity to pay fees by mail prior to
regul~r registration.
MEMBERS OF ALL CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
Reference is made to page 72 of the current Manual of
Information wh ich reads : "It you are on scholastic
pr obation you are not requ i red to resi gn from
organizations in which you are already a member, but
you may not hold office in any organization nor may you
join any other organization ."
Since many student groups w i ll elKt new officers th i s
se m ester, fhe purpose of 'his memorandum i s to
remind you of the regulation previously stated. As of
this dale Ihere will not be any exceptions made 10 this
regulafion .
INDEPENDENT OF THE YEAR
Independent of the year applications can be picked up
at the candy counter . Must be turned back in by April
13 .

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Individuals interested in summer Work Study (full
time and parI time) should apply now. Details aboul the
program are available in the Student Financial Aid
Office , 106 Parker Hall.
KME HELP SESSIONS
Kappu Mu EpSilon, national math honor society, will
hold help sessions for students needing help in math
courses 2 to 229. The help sessions will be held in Room
209 M -CS on Mondays and Thursdays, 6:30-8:00.
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING FAIR
The 21st South Central Missouri Science and
Engineering Fair will be held on the UMR campus
Friday and Saturday, April 1-2. Approximately 75
exhibits by area high school students (grades 9 through
12) are expected to be on display, covering 11 genral
areas .
Exhibils will be sel up and iudged Friday afternoon.
They will be on public display Friday evening and
Salurday morning . The grand prize (a trip to the 28th
International Science and Engineering Fair at
Cleveland, Ohio, in May) and other prizes will be
awarded Saturday afternoon.
SCIENCE FICTION
The Speculative Fiction Society of the University of
Missouri at Rolla is pleased to announce that the first
issue of rheir magazine " NEXUS", is on sale now. A
fanzin e is an arrangement of amature writing and
artwork in a science fiction genre. Everything in this
first issue was written by UMR students. The cost of this
issue is fifty cents and is available from the Humanities
secretary , Campus and Aquarian Bookshops . Your help
will be greatly appreciated .
DR . WALKER TO SPEAK
On Friday , March 25, 1977 at 9:30 a .m . in G·7 of the
Humanities-Social Sciences Building, Dr. John L.
Walker, Assistant Professor of Spanish , and Assistant
t o the Pr esident of the University of T exas - Permian
Basin, will speak on " Time in the nov el of the Mexican
writer, Agustin Yanez, " and he will make comparisons
with oth er contemporary writers, such as Gabriel
Garcia Marquez. The Public is invited.
THANKS
On behalf of the officers of Ihe Rolla Police Department I would like to publicly thank Ihe members of the
Saint Pat 's Board and the students of UMR ingerneral
for their gr eat spirit of assistance in making the past
w eekend a very successful one. From the Extravaganza
Wednesday afternoon all the way thru to the early hours
of Sunday morning, the attitude of the students our
officers contacted was one of complete co-operation.
A word of pra ise must be given to to the citizens atlend i ng the parade. I was told by several old time
parade watchers that th i s year ' s parade was the most
orderly ever . And Ihat we attribute totally to the cooperation of everyone, especailly the members of the
Saint Pat' s Board .
.
A gain. from all of our officers, thank you . We look
forward to next year .
Patrick Kevin Quinn, Chief of Police

Minor
Award
of the
Week
Truely, this week's award is one of the most deserved
awards presented in the long history of posthumous, and
perfunctory awards_ As most of you know, Eta Kappa Nu
held its twenty-fifth anniversary last Frlday_ Not only did
they have guests from elsewhere attend, and a banquet, but
along the lines of greatness, the entire Electrical
Engineering clrriculum had a free day, - under the auspices
of the administration. A big and hearty cheer for those
E.E.'s_ Regretfully so, no honorable mention for this weektoo much, too soon already.

OMO, Brewer & .
Shipley To Perform
Ozark Rock Productions,
Inc. , in conjunction with Durty
Nellie's will present the Ozark
Mountain Daredevils and
Brewer & Shipley in concert at
the
UMR
Multi-Purpose
Building on Friday, April 15.
The
Ozark
Moutain
Daredevils formed in 1971. Most
the members had been writing
separately and wanted to start a
band based around original
tunes they had. Music was the
basic thrust; the band was a
vehicle to play the songs.
Because the original members had such different ideas and
approaches about songwriting
from the beginning , the
Daredevils started right off
with lots of varying material.
Many people have assumed
that because the band is from
the Springfield, Missouri area,
the music is pl'imarily country
music . While Springfield is part
of the Ozark Moutains, it has not
influenced the DAREDEVILS'
music as much as it has influenced the idea of just making
music. For years , Springfield,
Mo . has been rich with
musicians , a center of performing,
publishing
and
recording studios. People were
encouraged to write, sing and
perform. So, being from an area
that has this kind of folklore and
musical encouragement has
definitely influenced the band
with a strong desire to create
original music .

I.E.E.E.
Contest

The band has chosen to stay in
the area in part to keep touch
with the surroundings that
cultivated their talents from the
beginning. And , of course, it's
home.
'.vhile " Jackie Blue, " "U You
Want To Get To Heaven," and
"You Know Like I Know" have
received the heaviest airplay, a
record buyer or concert goer
will hear a varied repertoire of
original songs.
The singing-song writing
teant of Mike Brewer and Tom
Shipley have been with us for
over nine years. During that
time, they toured , released
numerous albums and enjoyed
a taste of success.
As to the type and style of the
musing of Brewer arid Shipley.
Mike Brewer related in an interview that the music of the duo
is headed in no particular
direction . " We've never been
into fads, our music just talks
into paths and that's what we
follows. "

Tickets for the concert will be
$4.50 in advance, and $5.50 at
the door . Scheduled to begin at 8
p.m . this night should truly be
a good, foot~tomping show.
Ticket outlets for the Rolla
area have been announced as
Kenmark's , Ragtime, and
Sound Center .

r-'Ja(·r4'4~·l'
TELEPHONE 3
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NOW SHOWING

Winners
Mark A. Owens and Dennis C.
Appel, both EE Seniors here at
UMR, took First and Third
Place Honors , respectively, at
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers St. Louis
Section Papers Contest. The
contest was held at the Salad
Bowl Restaurant in St. Louis on
March 3, 1977. Judging was
based upon both the written and
oral presentations.
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To
Touch Down In Rolla
Jack Conroy, author, editor,
critic and humorist from
Moberly, will lecture twice at
the University of Missouri-Rolla
Tuesday, April 12.
Conroy, classified in a New
York Times review along with
Mark
Twain ,
Sherwood
Anderson
and
Er'nest
Hemingway as one of a line of
"Great Inland Prose Pilots,"
will speak first as guest lecturer
in the series "An Appreciation
of the Arts of Missouri." The
lecutre begins at noon 'in Room
G-5 of the ' Humantiies-Social
Sciences Building . His topic on
-this occasion is " Personal
Reminiscences and Anecdotes. "
At 3:30 ' p.m. , the same afternoon, he will speak on
"Early Mining Days in Randolph County" in Room 107 of
the Mining Building. '
Conroy was born in 1899 in
Monkey Nest Coal Camp in
Randolph County. After a
distinguished career as an
author, h~hasretiredto a home

in Moberly, the Randolph
Coun ty seat.
His best known book. "The
Disinherited ," was
first
published in 1933. It is a graphic
account of a Mfssouri boy's
experiences
during
the
depression with emphasis on
working class life.
Conroy has written other
books - among them " A
World to Win " and "They Seek
A City" - several shorter
pieces and juvenile stories. He
served several years as editor
of literary magazines which
published material from then
little known Caldwell, Kenneth
Patchen, Karl Shapiro, Nelson
A1gren and Benjamin Appel.
From 1947 to 1966 he was senior
editor of New Stan dar encyclopedia.
Late in 1966 he returned to
Moberly where he has written a
number of book reviews and is
working on an autobiography.
Both UMR lectures are open
to the public and there is no
admission charge.

Freshman
Survey
(continued from p. 1)

percentage of the remainder
than conservatives for both
groups, but fewer than three per
cent considered themselves as
either far left or far right. Most
of the first-time voters (almost
74 per cent at UMR and 58 per
cent nationally) said they
planned to vote in the
November elections.
In answer to other questions,
UMR students "agreed strongly
or somewhat" that:
The government is not controlling pollution (79.9 per

cent), the federal government
should discourage energy use
(78 per cent), the wealthy
should pay more taxes (79.5 per
cent) , there are too many rights
for criminals (66 per cent) and
the government is not protecting the consumer (65.7).
LeSs than a majority believe
tha t marijuana should be
legalized (38 per cent) , that
people should not obey laws
against their own views ('1:1 per
cent), and that busing is O.K. to
achieve balance (21.9 per cent).

Distinguished Missouri author Jack Conroy will deliver two iectures at the University of
Missouri-Rolla Tuesday, April 12. At noon hewillspeak on "Personal Reminiscences and
Anecdotes" in room G-S of the Humanities-Social Sciences Building as part of the
Missouri Arts Appreciation series. At 3: 30 p.m. he will lecture on "Early Mining Days in
Randolph County" in Room 107 of the Mining Building. Both lectures are open to the
public at no charge. In the photo above Conroy inspects the deserted train depot in
Moberly where he has lived in retirement since 1966.
.

Mine, News
Theat're Guild Constructs
A Musical
Well, when the UMR Theatre Woodling ; Tom Briscoe as Jake Woodling, Jacob's other wife.
Guild decides it's going to Whippany, and owner of Jake's Enhancing the performances of
construct a musical, the Palace, where our gold-miners the main characters are
procedure is much the same as have their unclean fun; Larry numerous singers and dancers.
employed by any other Coop as Blm Rumson, mayor
Our show is complete, now,
and richest man in Rumson;
engineering undertaking.
'and Mike Bayer as Julio except for one thing - the
First, lay plans. We want ' Val veras, the "Mexican over audience. But that part's up to
something with humor, action, . the hill" who is in love with you. Don't forget the dates for
romance to attract the love- Ben 's daughter Jennifer. Theatre Guild's production of
lorn Miner, and maybe a little Jennifer is played by Mary "Paint Your Wagon" - April 15,
risque to attract the rest of the Foehse, senior in CE, and a 16, 22, and 23. Curtain time is
Miners. We'll call it "Paint veteran of the UMR stage. 8:00 p.m. Tickets go on sale
Your Wagon", and have it Another familiar face to the April 11, in the University
produced in St. Pat's Ballroom , Rolla audience is Morgan Center East. Prices are $1.50 in
April 15, 16, 22, and 23.
Slusher (sophomore in physics) advance for UMR students and
playing Jacob Woodling, a $2.00 at the door. Hope to see
Now, we need to contract with wandering Mormon and Sarah's you all there. After all, the
a director. We decided on the husband. You'll also recognize audience is the most important
partnership of Callahan and Nan Bert, (sophomore In element in the engineering of a
Kramme , a most competent chemistry ) as
Elizabeth musical .
team. Cindy Callahan is a
junior, with much experience in
:he line of theatre. She had one
year as a theatre major before
comIng to UMR in mechanical
engineering. Cindy is unThe MISSOU RI MINER is the official. publlcatio~ of the universit~ of
dertaking
the
dramatic
Missouri-Rolla. It is published at Rolla, MISSOUri, every week during
direction, while Mr. Joel
the school year. Entered as second class matter February 8, 1945, at
Kramme is charged with
the Post Office at Rolla, Mo., under the Act of March 3, 1879. The
subscriptions are $3.00 per semester. This MISSOUR~ MIN,!,R
keeping the orchestra and
features activities of the students and faculty of UMR. Miner office
chorus in line. Mr. Kramme is
(341-4235)
Instructor of Music at UMR,
and the initiator of the musical
Paul Andrew (364 ·9885)
Ed ' tor
Bill Uding (364·5630) :
•
Business Manageas an artform on this campus.

Missouri Miner

Well, now that we've decided
on "what", we need a set for the
actors. Keith Miller is a junior
in engineering management,
and he's managing set design
very well. He ~s assisted by
Dwight Hutton, freshman in
computer science.
With the set complete, the
rry Coop, as Ben Rumson, and Mary Foehse, as hiS
daughter Jennifer Rumson, talk things over in the Theater actors are ready to move onto
their stage . Ap'pearing for
Guild production "Paint Your Wagon".
the first time on the UMR stage
Photo by Staley
are Kathy Sullivan and Sar8h

John Stoddard (364·995 7) ,
Bruce Schaller (364 ·9885)
Jim Allen. (364 .51tl6 f
Brian Kavanaugh (364 ·9885) .
Dennis Gilliam (341 ·2331)
Ed Burford (364 ·9792) !
John Martine (364·9792)
Dr. Curt Adams
[ana Leitner .Jones

.
·ift~)
!;.~:I
~;.~ ,

MEMBER

Advertising Director
Managing Eei tor
News Ed i' N
Features Edi tOl
Sports Ed itor
Photo Ed :tcr
Circulation Man "g~
Faculty Ad vi so•
·.RON Advisor

Staff : Katie Kunkel , Linda Ponzer, ~aren Downer, Carol Ru·ssell Ji m
Hastey, Mark Lester, _Dennis Emily, Dave Naeger,. Chuck Stal e y,
Harry Burford, Larry Harris, Ron Farley, Linda .Jost . Dave nc,:"
Jerry Smith, Brian Edwards, L .D. Ericson, Alan Benson, Randy
crusta ls, Rich Linck.
Articles and photos for publication In the Miner must' be in by 9: 00
p.m. on the Monday before printing on Thursday.
Address· Missouri Miner, University of Mo.-RoUa
~

~Mailing
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An Evening with

Ben Franklin"
Howard Hangar was Ben
Franklin in the Asheville
Theatre Production of the
Broadway musical "1776." Now
he's Ben Franklin in a one-man
show. With full costumes, and
milke-up, laced with period
music and art, Franklin introduces himself through an
century
informed
18th
discussion of ethics and human
nature.
The words are Franklin's
drawn from his journals, letters
and miscellaneous writings.
You meet Franklin with all of
his characteristic wit and
grace.
The aim of the show is to
restore to this founding father

his central unity as a great and
wise man moving through great
and troubling events. No effort
has been made to cut his nature
to fit any simple scheme of what
a good man ought to be. Here,
as truly as it has been possible
to find out, are Franklin's
words, thoughts and feelings.
The show provides a unique
insight into 18th century
American thought and patterns
of living. It's a charmIng, entertaining step into history .
With a fine guide.
"An Evening with Ben
Franklin" will be presented
Thursday, March 31, at 8:0(
p.m. in Centennial HalL
Admission is free with a vali!'
UMR ID.

High school girls perform their flute trio entry at the music contest held at UMR.

New Dental
Process

Graduate
What's Goil)9 On?

Program
The Frank C. Munson
Memorial Institute of American
Maritime Studies, a graduate
program in American history
specifically designed for
secondary school teachers and
held at Mystic Seaport, will
begin on July 5 and continue
through August 12, 1977, according to an announcement by
Dr. Benjamin W. Labaree,
Director teacher of outstanding
promise, he said.
The courses, accredited by
the University of C{lnnecticut
include American Maritim~
History, a course about the
development of American
seaborne commerce and its
relationship to the economic
social, political, naval and
diplomatic history of the United
States and research seminar
called American Maritime
Studies. Classes will take place
in the G.W. Blunt White
Library, located on the ground
of the maritime museum.

.. Thrusday, March 31 - Sigma Xi luncheon, Dr.
Jerry Westphal, associate professor of civil
engineering, "UMR Institute of River Studies and It's
Work," 11:45 a.m. (brown bag or cafeteria tray),
Mark Twain Room, University Center-East. Free.
.. Friday, April 1 ~ Baseball, Southeast Missouri
State University, 1 p.m., UMR Baseball Field. Free.
- Open house, UMR Observatory, 8-10 p.m. Free.
.. Fnday and Saturday, April 1-2 - 21st South Central
Missouri Science and Engineering Fair. Displays are
open to the public from 6: 30 to 9: 30 p.rn., Friday and
from 8:30 to 11:30 a .m., Saturday. Free.
Saturday, April2- 5th annual Missouri High School
Achievement Bowl.
.. S~turday, April 2 through Monday, April 11 Spnng break. No classes held but all administrative
offices on campus open.

A new dental process whicn structure and keeps fluid from
makes fillings adhere better to leaking between the filled
teeth and seals pits and fissures cavity and tooth structure, such
in tooth enamel has been leakage normally weakens the
developed by researchers at the filling. The patented bonding
University of Missouri-Rolla . method will be marketed by
The process adheres to both Oratec, a division of American
Clling ma terials and tooth Hospital Supply Corp.
•
I-----------COU
PON-----------,

UMR Students
ROLLA'S WESTERN SHOP
5% off anything in the store

I

I
I

I ____________

.

Free Lessons Daily

Mon.-Sal.
10 :00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m .

Hook Auto Supply
Auto Parts-Acccessories-Speed Equipment

******************************
Unisex Hairstyling

CAROUSEL
MANOR INN

Sigma Xi

Styling Haircuts For
Guys & Gals

Luncheon
Interested persons are invited
to attend the Sigma Xi luncheon
Thursday, March 31, in the
University Center-East at the
University of Missouri-Rolla.
Sigma Xi is the honorary
reserarch society of North
America.
Participants are invited to
bring a brown bag or a tray
from the cafeteria to the Mark
Twain Room at 11 :45 a.m . The
program begins at approximately 12:30 and features
Dr .. Jerry Westphal, asspciate
professor of. civil engineering.
His topic is "UMR Institute of
Rive'lStudies and Its Work. " He
will explain development of the
institute , past and present
reserach projects and will
answere questions.
A native of Kalispell, Mont. ,
Dr. Westphal earned his B.S.
degree
in
agricultural
engineering at California State
Polytechnic College in San Luis
Obispo. He received a PH.D.
d~gree in hydrology from the
University of Nevada, Reno.

'..

I

I
I
_I
I
Hwy. 63 S. COUPON __________
341·3020
.********************************"
**
*
*
::
Calico Corner Ceramics
::
*
7th & Rolla 341-2442
*

ria

•

CARRIAGE LOUNGE

341-3800
• :>.
•

Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 9:00-1 :00

ALEX PIZZA PARLOR

DISCO

FEATURES:

• Greek Pizza • Spaghetti
• Salad
• 5% Beer
• Sandwiches

No Cover Charge
Behind the Manor Inn

~9 FOSTER'S BAKERY
Fal5H
PASTIIIS

For Delivery Phone 364-2669-

100 HWY. 63 SOUTH

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON.-SUN. 4:00 P.M.-2:00 A.M.

MON . THRU FRI.
5 A.M. TO 8·P.M. ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401
SAT. ONLY
PHONE 364·2210
5 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
COMPLETE BAKING LINE
SUN. OPEN
CAKE DECORATING
5 A.M. TO 8 P.M.

122. W. 8TH STREET
ROLLA, MO.

•
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HEW's Report On
Educational Evaluation
The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare has
delivered to the Congress its
third annual report on the
condition of education.
Compiled by HEW's National
Center for Education Statistics
(NCES), the report, The Con'dition of Education, includes for
the first time statistics on
family income and race of
public and private school
students, a proJile of the ethnic
composition and language
usage of the school-age
population and a survey of
teacher's supply and demand.
"A major aspect of assessing
the condition of education is to
determine just how well it
provides knowledge and skills,
instills an understanding of
. social values, and affects the
life chances for all individuals,"
said Marie D. Eldridge,
Administrator of NCES. "The
statistics in this report provide
some. measure of how well the
system functions against a
backdrop of rising expenditures,
declining enrollments , and
public concern ."

:

•
•
World i
r.
t
•

:

Highlights in the report indude :
- Since 1971, education has
surpassed defense in total
spending in the United States.
In 1975, the country spent $120
6illion on education compared
to $87 billion on defense.
- Although the excess supply
of new teachers is decreasing,
70,000 persons are expected to
graduate in spring 1977,
prepared to teach but without
teaching Positions available.
- English is not the usual
language in the households of
one tenth of the school-age
population.
- Public school enrollments
in our largest cities continue to .
exceed enrollments of many
states. Almost one in 40 public
school students is enrolled in a
New York City public school.
Southeast, private enrollments
increas.ed for whites from 7 to 13
per cent and for blacks from 1 to
2 percent.

- Of the problems con- :
fronting the public school, "lack.
of discipline" has ranked.
foremost in the public's mind.
for the past 5 years.
•
- At least half the PUblic:
believes that reported declines.
on standardized tests reflect a.
general decline in the quality of.
education.
•
- In the past 16 years, the.
total number of doctor's and.
master's degrees conferred has:
increased by more than 200 per.
cent.
•
1974
postsecondary.
education enrollments for the.
high school graduating class
1972 show blacks with con-.
sistently higher participation.
rates than whites when ability.
and socioeconomic status levels.
are comparable.
•
- Private institutions of.
higher education spend one-.
third more per student than.
public institutions.
:

- Female students are less
likely than males to be held
back one grade or more but are
more likely to drop out of high
school.

Further . infor.mation about: Foreign leaders visiting
Sources have observed that.
the report IS avaIlable from the. Washington seem to be falling President Carter 's human.
National Center for Education.
d
th "C t
C
.. rights stand has put Russia on.
Statistics, 400 Maryland. un er
e
ar er urse.
the defensive.
•
Avenue, S.W. Washington, D.C. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
20202.

Of:

Held at UMR Campus...

rron
Commercialization is hitting
Plains , Georgia. President
Car~er is upset at this
development so he has stated
that his visits home will be few
and far between.
There are 154 sub-Cabinet
posts now being filled . Out of
that number, there are 26
women , 14 blacks , and 5
Hispanics. All these groups are
calling for equality.
Th
tb k th t P 'd t
e cu ac s a r~sl en
C~rte.r promIsed regarding ~e
frills 10 government are turnmg
out to be no~ as seve~e as expected. Pr~ldental ald~s have
JUs~ been gIven ~arge raIses and
Whlt~ H?use ~Ides have been
seen 10 ilmousmes.

More than 75 science and St. James Leader-Journal, the
engineering projects planned Gasconade County Republican
and built by students (grades 9 in Owensville, the Washington
through 12) will be on display
Friday and Saturday; April 1-2,
at the University of MissouriRolla.

The public is invited to view
the displays Friday from 7 to
9:30 p.m. and Saturday morning
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m .
Projects will be entered in 11
different areas: Behavioral and
social sciences; biochemistry ;
botany; chemistry; earth and
space sciences; engineering;
mathematics and computers;
,medicine
and
health;
microbiology; physics and
zoology.
Saturday afternoon the
awards ceremony will be held
at 2 p.m. in St. Pat's Ballroom
in the University Center-West.
This year the grand prize is a
trophy and a trip to the
mternational Science and
Engineering Fair at Cleveland,
Ohio, May 6-8. Other prizes
include a trophy for the second
grand prize winner, trophies for
first place in each division,
medals, plaques, certificates,
cash prizes, scientific magazine
subscriptions, slide rules and
handbooks.
In addition to UMR, this
year 's fair is sponsored by the

Missourian, the Rolla Daily
News and radio stations KTI'R
and KZNN .

Honorary Engineers
District Conference

•

,
.
~

j]

shop

THE P",STER KEY. 'NC.

IT'S TIME TO GET OUT AND
GO DO IT IN STYLE.
GYM SHORTS $250.$495
~275·$695
JERSERY
1003 Pine

:

.•
•

Canada 's Pierre Trudeau is.
having marital troubles and.
Britian 's James Callaghan.
almost lost his office. Israel'S:
Yitzhak Rabin also suffered.
embarrassment recently over.
savings he holds in U.S. banks .•
•
Codes of ethics are not as.
mighty as the dollar . As.
Congress finishes a new code, :
the yearly $3,500 tax deduction.
for cost of living that.
congressman now receive is.
being increased.
•
•
There are rumors that a.
Government investigation has.
revealed that some natural gas:
companies did hold back supply.
this winter . So far, though, this.
is only a rumor .
•
•

REYS--=
PO
=====RT

High School Science Fair

The 21st annual South Central
and
Missouri
Science
Engineering Fair will feature
entries from 11 schools .
Students will set up their
exhipits in the University
Center-East Centennial Hall
Friday morning. Judging takes
place that afternoon.

,!.i.:

On
The

Rolla, Mo.

~
#

364-5495

On SatlD'day, March 26 the small discussion groups. For a
Missouri Chapter of Tau lunchtime break, we all went
Beta Pi (University of Missouri- out to Lane Spring for a picnic
Rolla) hosted the first district after which everyone sat down
. conference ever held in this on the grass and summarized
area . Students from University the points that had been brought
of
Missouri-Columbia; up in the individual groups.
Washington University, St. Then after saying goodbye,
Louis; University of Arkansas, everyone hopped in their cars
Fayetteville; and UMR along and began the long ride home
with District Director Ralph _with many new ideas for their
Wormack were present to chapters and a renewed spirit in
discuss various topics. The TBIl .
major areas of djscussion were:
What should or can TBPi be on
Mr. Wormack ' s presence
each campus?; ,How to get added greatly to our conmembers actively involved in ference . One statement that he
the chapter ; What type of made will probably stick in the
membership selection criteria participants minds for quite
sometime and that was,
and methods should be used.
should
attend
Chapters with 40 to over 140 'Students
members were present so that meetings because if they don't,
many ideas and interesting TBPi will die '. This sounds so
viewpoints were exchanged . simple, but it is so true for TBPi
During the morning session, as well as any other campus
members were divided into organization .

··T\\.ll:l ll hl'l,fr;lnlCs.srl,.'ci;l h.. IIICcll'rtllc:-::
c ......................lOol~.,
chcc:'l'pickll':"lml\ln ~ln.ISI..'!>.lnH.'sct:JhlL n "
Sl.'vcn gn'.\{ mgrc ..hcllb, (11lC gn:.lt m:.re.

McDonald's · Big Mac.
Stop In for n ne. YUlI'lI get c\,\.'ryrh lllg
In

it except dt'~t'n .

lYe do It all for you ,.

~Id~
IMc!on;.

.nRolia
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•

Yes.
You can be good at passing tests that are meaningless to you.
You can be good at selling encyclopedias that you know are inferior
Ultimately, you can even be good at a profession that you
don't really believe in.
You can be good. But for some people, being good just isn't
good enough.
For the people who brew Busch beer, it isn't
good enough. That's why, at Anheuser-Busch, we persist .
in brewing~Busch beer just one way - the natural way.
We frankly believe that's the best way to brew beer
And when you believe in what you're doing,
you just naturally do it better.
Try a Busch.
We believe you'll agree.

BUSCH.

When you believe in what you're doing,
you just naturally do it better.

Anheusrn-Busch. I nc $1 LouIS Mo

Features
T.P. On Campus

MISSOURI MINER
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New Dorm Rules Passed

leaII#l!; ~lGf:!01 ~t!!!;;~~~ ;

605

Hysterical Geo\.9gy 3 hrs .
_::>

Readings in Pet

~.

f

off several objects,
lodged in her left nostril .
Mrs. Smith said she was
standing on the porch when she
heard gunfire in the distance. A
few moments later, she felt the
bullet enter her nose.

sure
got
again but already there are
young men and women
everywhere setting out, or
rather, sitting down new world
records. They have been seen to
continued on pg. 17
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WELL". HE'S A BIOLOGY MAJOR..

THERe:' 5 SOME ROYAL TY (II) HIS
FAMILY. HE HANGS OUT A LOT
AT THE POOL .. UMtI;) .-

no"

HA

<1>

<D
<1>

r
DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD
ftol!. a-~~~~A

Dining Room - Orders To Go - Open Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364-1971 Closed Monday

Your last 2 years of college
can be your first '2 years of management.

Argentinian
Intrigue
ABS UNITED, Argentina.
Reliable reports have reached
this
service
from
our
correspondants in Argentina
that the arch-enemy of
Superciv, Metric Man ; has been
seen in that country. Rumors
have it that he is preparing an
army of pygmies, (all 100 cm
high), to launch a new assault
on the scientific institutes of the
United States.
His last attempt of this order
was at the University of
Missouri at Rolla. Fortunately
he was defeated there by the
hero of C.E.'s everywhere, the, .
famous Superciv.
Seen associating with a dark,
tall man with a funny
moustache , M.M . has ' been .
implementing a new type of
discipline. He has been seeri
drilling his short troops with a
military style march which has
been dubbed by viewers as the
" Duck Step". Observers have it
that it is somewhat akin to a
waddle.
Argentinian grapevines say
that Metric Man 's objective will
once again be Rolla where he
hopes to " get even with that
slimy civil".

This summer, you can begin 2 years of
management education to complement your

.

to

'. .'

.,..

...

r

~ /i. ~·;
~#
~:.~.
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-
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New World
Record
Sacramento, Calif. The world
of entertainment is buzzing with
excitement on the advent of a '
new World 's Record. Boris , the
Flying Projectile, a member of
the.Bringling Bros. Circus , was
performing before a capacity
crowd in Sacramento. Due to
the error of a new maintenance
man, thrice the char ge as usual
was put into Boris' cannon.
Upon firing , Boris broke
through the tent and landed in a
field some 200 yards distant
from the cannon . The previous
record had been under 150 yards
Boris' award certificate fo r
the world record was presented
posthumously a t his funeral
later that week.

An old U-2 surveillance-reconnaisance airplane the
University recently obtained was tested this week. '
Shown above is anaerialphoto of Rolla taken as it flew
over.
Photo by Pi lot

college degree program. Then, upon graduation,enter a position of instant management
responsibility. As an officer in the active
Army or Reserves. The Army ROTC
2-year program starts with 6 weeks of
summer training at Fort Knox, Ky. With
pay (over $500) .
You'll learn what it takes to be a soldier
- to have your body toughened, your confidence developed.
Do well and you can qualify for Army
ROTC courses in the fall. Do exceptionally
well, and you may be heading back to
college with a two-year full tuition
scholarship.
For the next 2 years, you'll learn what
it takes to be an Army officer. You'll be
challenged both mentally and physically.
You'll get the kind of management experience that will be an asset to you in any
" career, military or civilian. You'll receive
an extra $100 a month, up to 20 months.
And when you graduate, you'll have
earned your college degree along with the
gold bars of an Army officer.
If you'd like to graduate with 4 years
of college plus 2 years of management,
apply by April 1 for the Army ROTC
2-year program.

ARMY ROTC.

LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
To arrange an interview appointment, contact:

PHONE: 341-4741

c.

Major' Harl"is Flana~in
Military S('ienet> Oepar·tment
Univt>I'sitv of Missolll'i-Rolla
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Panhellenic Challenges I.F.C.

, '.

Softball

The day of truth has come.

,,' _
'. : "

We, the members of the great

o

713 PINE STREET, ROLLA,

\Y _...)

Signed,
The Univeristy of Missouri-Rolla
Panhellenic Association

0/

~
(;

I
0
0

1
.'-

'
.
~~\_~ .

(.1;,J

MO 65401

PHONE: 3 64-2323

.Johnny l'arHon

.,

composed of the wonderful women of Zeta Tau Alpha and
Kappa Delta, challenge the lightweights of the University of ~~
Missouri-Rolla Interfraternity Council to an invigorating ~""'"
<and perhaps embarassing for them) display of softball
skills on the green fields of Lion's Club Park, following longstanding softball rules of the Panhellenic.
For too long we have felt the weight of this Big Brother's
teasing, and we wish to exhibit our smarts and strength;
this exhibition to be held at 6: 00 on the Thursday of Rolla's
great Greek celebration, April 18-24.

-

RUSSELL'S TOWN Be: COLLEGE

--

0
~
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IX)"tpparel, lnt~.
(.

J

If you've got
time to kill. . .

n /)

\~~

tJ''t': ' ~~
We can help kill it!
Rolla Craft & Hobby
New location-11th &- Pine

364-5581

Come On Down To
I am writing this to answer
any questions which may have
arisen to the readers of Poet's
Corner. According to the person
who wrote in to the ediletter
column in a previous issue of the
Miner, he wrote me twice, each
time submitting a poem for
Poet's Corner. I did not as of
that date receive either of his
letters. The first, which was not
addressed to Poet's Corner, fell
into other's hands. The second I

found the day his letter was
printed. I have since returned at
his request every copy of his
poem the MINER had.
This article is also to clear· up
any questions arising regarding
how a poem is chosen to go into
my column . First it must not be
any longer than twenty-four
lines ; this counts one and one
half lines between stanzas.
Second, the author must allow a
shor~ biographical paragraph

or two to be printed with his
poem. This to fulfill another aim
of my column, which is to
acquaint the readers with poets
on campus which may be in
their own field of study.
This article is no way intended to scare off anyone who
would like to submit their work
to this column. The staff would
still urge anyone who has
written a poem to submit it to
this column in care of Linda
Ponzer.

Shah
Busch on Tap

Popcorn

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 5 p.m.-l :30 a.m.
Fri.-Sat. 3:00 p.m.-l:30 a.m.
364-4334
1107 Pine
Rolla, Mo.
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Ediletters
STArEMENT OF POLICY
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent the opinion or policies of the
MISSOURI MINER. The ediietters section is the sanctuary of the general public. All
ietters submitted will, as in the past, be printed in their unaitered and originai form when
space in this newspaper permits.

Presidential Power.
Well, a thought which has
been popping in and out of my
train of thought recently, has
filially prompted me into
spasmodic action.
,
Four or five weeks ago, in the
"Damn
Fool's
Opinion"
column, the question of what
sort of person becomes
President
was
raised.
Motivation, guts and willpower
were mentioned as necessary
prerequisites. It didn't seem too
important that the person
seeking office had
the
necessary amount of ability, or
a small amount of compassion,
or a mind which thinks more
about finding solutions to
problems than whether or not
their every action will fit party
doctrine,
This last year, I voted in the
Presidential election, but my
heart just wasn't in it. I would
have voted for the man I judged
to have the proper perspective
on the incipient realities of dayto-day life, not to mention a
moral code which regards other
human beings as just that, and
not cardboard facades. His
name is not relevant, as he did
not win, nor did he ever have a
fighting chance, I like the rest of
the voters, was spoon fed a pair
of "properly compatible with
party lines" puppets. They
say, "v"e've got some damn big
problems on our hands, We can
solve them, but it isn't going to
be easy. The status quo is
simply going to be scrapped.
The enormous, gas-gulping,
pimp cars are going to go. The
turn-of-the-century
robber
barons of industry are going to
go. The folly of eternal growth ,
growth, and more growth
despite finite, and rapidly
dwindling, resources is going to
stop."
I dOUbt very much that
anything remotely resembling
the seemingly incoherent
raving above will ever come to
pass in the next ten years.
Inertia is a verb, and we are
just beginning to realize it.
Sincerely.
H. Wa'rd Silver

Holes and Pits
The first nice day last week, a
few of us decided to take a walk
in the woods out around
Fraternity Row to solfk up a
little sunshine, and take in some
nature. What would seem to be
a relaxing afternoon soon
turned out to be a great
disappointment to us. The once
beautiful scene had changed
from a peaceful grove of trees,
birds, and refuge, to a human
destruction of fallen trees and
craters where they once stood.
As loud as our generation has
screamed about ecology,
blaming the generations past
for blindly stripping the earth of
in resources, and vast natural
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beauty, we have carri~ on
tradition each year in the
hypocrisy of the shillelagh.
Each year freshmen are '
required to cut down a tree for
the simple sake of the
amusement brought on by
beating rubber snakes into the
ground. I wouldn't be so bad if
only the partially falling trees
which wouldn't be there long
were taken, but competition for
shillelagh contests are such
that only the finer trees are
taken. Then all there is left are
the poorly rooted trees which
will blow over in a strong sotrm.
If this keeps up there will only be
a few trees left in the wooded
areas around the UMR campus
in just a few short years; trees
which would take decades to
replace.
Will Joe Miner see the light,
or will he follow the steps of his

predecessor and continue to
contribute to the destruction of
what little nature still exists?
Burnt,
Gary Cline, Rich Hemmer, Bob
Arnold, Ron Kaslet, John Hicks,
John Dolan .

We Ask Why?
Dear Editor:
This letter has been spurred
by a serious need for change
within the Missouri Miner, as
shown by several articles and
advertisements 'printed in
recent issues, such as "Pot on
Campus" which implied drug
usage, but instead concerned
itself with pottery; "Missing
Cellist" which contained a

TOP HAT LOUNGE
MICHELOB ON TAP
Open 5:00 p.m.-l:30 a.m.
Mon.-Thurs.
12:00 noon-l:30 a.m.
Fri. & Sat.

IT'S AT THE HAT
609 Rolla St.
'364-2030
ABOVE ABC BOWLI NG LAN ES
STEAKS
MENU
Ribeye_,_$1.69 Chicken Steak_$1.20
Chuck
$1.44 .Catfish Square_$1.92
8 Oz. Ham SteaL$2.02 Chicken ___$2.40
Filet _ _$2.l2 Shrimp ___$2.S0
$1.44
10 Oz. Top Sirloin_$3.40 Spaghetti
K. C. Strip_s4.33 Ravioli ___$1.44
12 Oz. T-Bone _$4.33 G & 0 Burger, Ham
Sandwich Or Fish
Includes Potato Or
Sandwich
French Fries With Toast French FriesWith
__sl.20
Salad_48¢ Drinks_20¢ & 30¢ Pie_48¢
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
6 Oz.

G & D Steak House
11 a.m.-9 p.m. 7 Days AWeek
Forum Plaza
364-2022

revolting line saying, " ... cello? students who are disturbed 'by
(that's the one that's played this situation to make your
between the legs!)"; "Minor voice heard .
Award of the Week" (March 24)
Clean it up, staff.
which was not worth the film it
Respectfully,
took to record its semi-nude
David Milter, president,
subject; and the advertisement
in the February issues claiming Gamma Delta, the Lutheran
"V D is for everybody" when it Students Association
was actually referring to
We, tne undersigned, do p lace our
Valentine's
Day.
These narres iA agreerrent witn and as
examples, taken from the past · ~~:ige~~~~r f~f t~~eat~j~~::rile~~~e~~
several issues, are by no means
j:nu~~c~ger
~~~~
an all-inclusive list.
The question we have is this: Glenn E. Jonney
38233
Why must a college publication ~:~~~~~. ~~I!~T;rarr
~~~~
such as the Missouri Miner, Beverly J. Hartnrann
42037
written (supposedly) for an Kirr Kline
33892
adult-level population, use ~,::i~as:;i~IOW
~~~
immature appeals to sex and-{)r Brian E. Lennartn
30364
drug use in order to attract the David W. Harnagel
38138
reader's attention? First of all, Tirr Weadon
42914
Martin Penning
37521
we know you are not desperate Jonn R udolpn
44070
to attract an audience, because Robert A. Riggs
46601
your readers are captive. There Brian Dodd
44205
is no existing competition. ~ii;::o;~~;;,~ntry
~:~~~
Second, if you believe that your Ben Srr itn
38696
readers desire this method of Sarruel Brarrer
41675
attracting attention, we urge ~7cUng~~~ ~~,;otnern
!~~~~
you to reconsider and change Bill Dule y
46620
your policy. Such jounalistic ~:~~~i~!~ard
!;;~
methods are degrading to both M.A. Marikos
33358
the students and 'the quality of Rober t R. Cnaprran
33271
the news publication.
~~7:.~~ ~~i~~t~n
:~~~;
We,
the
undersigned Steve Baurran
44373
Christian students of UMR, Daniel B. Srr itn
38699
have come to agreement that ~~~n~~IIt~~~eed
;~~~~
the Missouri Miner has taken Tirr Cerney
39178
unfair
advantage of a Steve Maxwell
35315
previously silent student Josepn Tinrayan
38390
population. We ask all other
continued on pg. 11
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USED CAR & TRUCK SALES
ARE GOOD AT
JIM'S MOTORS
1. . Prices 2. Quality 3. Service
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
314-364-5008

EST. 1968
-\

· "i~:'O;J
OF ROLLA tNCORPORATED-_ __

HIGHWAY 63 SOUTH

ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401

Now interviewing
sophomores .

for management
opportunities
The United States Army is interviewing sophomores for future positions
as Army officers.
Applicants are required to participate
in a six-week summer program at Fort
Knox, Ky., to qualify for college ROTC
courses next year. Pay for the six weeks
is nearly $500, plus travel, room and
board.
Students who complete the summer
training and enter ROTC as juniors will
accept active duty and reserve obligations upon graduation.
For an interview appointment, contact:

v
a

Military Science Department, UMR
Phone: 341-4741

fi

n
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j
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I

Ediletters
(cont from page 10)

Mark Snultz
David Connelly
Mike Basoetn
Steve Evans
D o ug Blevins
Virgil Hugnes
Bill Brurknast
Bruce D . Tn oIT' ason

David Sorrell .
Gr"9 Gowers
Jarres Brink

Mark Prewett
Diana Lyon
Maria Duncan
Claude Crain
Alicia Rivera
Jonn J. Olson
Greg Lovell
Suzanne Duncan
Michael Norberg
Ralpn E . Flori
-- Terris L. Cates
Edwin Srr itn
Bill Roe
Kevin Ray
Mlcnelle Watz
Kerrinda Kubinski
H. Nguyen
Juditn Bell
Bruce D . Nelson
R. Mark Rearson
Kurt Hurrpnrey
Barbara Grecnus
Maribetn Grecnus

Mary E . Foense

Ross Livengood
Jerry L . Colli~s
Craig Culp
Joe Munger
Mike Fausl
Slepnen B. Henkel
Tirr Rose
Wilrra Kirn
Terry Bollinger
Greg Carroll
. Gary E. Adolpn
Warren Cadwell
Janet Reiter
Carol Potzrrann
Ella Utne
Karen Glaeser
Lois Ann Lotton
Karen Avery
Martna Heinze
Jo Ellen Brandrreyer
D. Carolfield
Rutn Bartlett
Cneryl Westpna I
Terri Noelker
Karen Jarres
Liz Hellstein

Valaree Brenner
Katny Bryan
Carol Russell
Pennie NichOls
Della 5011
Gayle Gaskin
Cynthia Miller

Maria Wilrrsrreyer
Paula Flinl
Jackie Pleis
Jo Ann Resicn
Robin Steiner
CnerylSeegor
Linda Panzer
Bob Berri
Susan Williarr s
Brian Rarry
Tirr Cox
Peter Sanni
Bill Million
Leslie Snaw
Bill Heifner
Don Meek
Roy Wingfield
Mike Barger
Jeanne Acnelpqnl
Snerry McDonald
Deboran Ferner
Margaret Arrran
Beth Viessrran
- m Lucas
Kirr Allison
Deb Bene
Dianne Speer
Kristy Daily
Anne Fulton
Jeannette White
Jennie Adkins
Ted Porler
Daniel McElhiney
M . Gene Yow
Donald Birchler
JOhn Rosenberger
Bevan Collins
Allan Brittle
Gene Roncnetto
Jeffrey Swoveland
RobinAnyan
Jane Geisel
Susan Potthast
Peter Horn
Gregory P. Long

45796
41763
46572
45137
44909
45345
41676
42835
42759
45221
37865
45691
42316
38021
26491
38601
43115
38358
35532
36675
41928
41720
39874
45752
43382
36332
41462
46797
44217
33871
45662
38207
45225
41991
33334
35859
43293
45053
46664 .
41904
42063
45758
28266
35364
37908
44805
35412
45725
42575
42864
46586
46290
46261
45279
37855
33225
44864
38857
38485
38224
45287
41652
41678
35252
45618
45859
45195
46691
42959
41927
45684
45670
45880
45802
42571
4 1600
38878
42902
41778

44088

33089
42720
38153
42385
36375
42297
35277

2) Originality
3) Color Scheme
4) Details
a) Characters
b) Scenery
c) Workmanship
5) Arrangement of Characters
and Scenery
As you mentioned, there were
many fine floats entered in this
year's parade, probably the
finest ever. The traditional
method
of
judging
by
professional persons and
businessmen has always
worked out well in the past but
we must admit that it was a
harder decision to pick a first
place float this year than ever
before.

KMNR

GROUNDWA VES

Well, Gentle Readers, it looks
like the world is about to get
back to normal for the duration.
Of course, yet to come are
Greek Week and Independents
Weekend, so things will get
better before they get worse.
Since the weather has been so
nice, KMNR will try to
The Board
broadcast from the hockey puck
sometime in the next few
weeks. Jeff and the engineering
Tax Laws for
staff will depend on little effort
in creating a reasonable fac·
Students
simile of the KMNR studios in
the wild. There will be sound
Dear Editor:
(quad, of course) to annoint
your ears, plus the novelty of it
As we approach another Tax all, so keep us in touch with your
Day (April 15), there are a head to find out exactly when.
couple of bills pending in the
Something now going on right
House of Representatives which now is Tom "Madman"
will be of interest to many Hietert 's
special
drama
students and faculty of the production. Tom creates the
School of Mines & Metallurgy. mind of a madman in an insane
Some 54 million Americans asylum as a monologue directed
are hit with an income tax to you , the listener. Tune in on
penalty of up to 20 per cent Mondays at 10:30a .m. for some
continued on pg. 12

II

creat perfOrmanCe. .

Board Talks Back
Dear Mr. Hopkins;
The st. Pat's Parade floats
are judged by a panel of
volunteer, unbiased judges who
are · representatives of the
faculty and townspeople. Each
float is individually rated in five
separate categories from one to
five as follows:
l)..Animation.

The
Jeans

Cireat p1Ce,

SEE AND DRIVE NOW AT:
You, AMCIJeep Deale,

Store

UMR Students Welcome
Special Terms For Graduating Seniors

Eck Motor Co., Inc.
500 Hwy. 63 South
.R olla, Mo.
Open 8-7, Sat. Til 4 p.m.

41916
41545
42883
4231 ,.

41947
42937
41510
45688
30456
33480
41620
36104
37951
37868
45757
41942
44827
85202
45689
38195

Sunday - none
Monday - Backtracks; The Beatles
Tuesday Flipped; Emerson, Lake and Palmer·
"Works, Volume One"
Wednesday - Alfredo Schwartz; Post·Beatles Anthology
Flipped; The Band· "Islands"
Thursday - Flipped Head East· "Gettin' Lucky"
Friday - Sidetracks; unknown as of this writing

HERE NOW! In Stock
AMC's hOt new perfOnner
hCis a hOt new price!

37506

41212
41596
45869

interesting listening. It's right your listening enjoyment and
after Pacifica
enlightenment.
I hope you listened to John
Last, but certainly not least,
and Ivan's Special Ascer· last week I forgot to say
tainment Program on the "Thanks! " to all those folks
Energy Crisis. If.you missed it, who made st. Pat's a big suc·
there will be others in the near cess for all of us at KMNR The
future. Interesting topics, panel Miners. It was your enthusiastic
discussions, in-depth interviews participation in the activities
with civic leaders and citizens that made our remote broad·
alike and listener call·ins all casts worthwhile. The parade
come your way, courtesy the was one of the best I've seen for
KMNR staff.
St. Pats, and was a pleasure to
On the lighter side, don't announce, as well as watch . So
forget to listen to the Lite News, give youselves a pat on the
every Monday thru Thursday back, we think you deserve it.
(hopefully) at 9 p.m. We bring Can you dig it?
you a mellower side to news for The Starship Trooper
KMNR Special Programming for April 10 thru 16

509

Liquor Store
116 W. 8th Rolla, Mo. 364-6131

c~,t:~c~____ ~135
$1 49
Miller _________
12 Pack 12 Oz.
$ 08
Bush-_________ .
8 Pack 7 Oz.

3

Free

~arking

In Rear

341·2663

n07 Pine

Rolla, Mo.
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MINER'S SPECIAL
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continued from p. 11
because they are sipgle, or
because they- are married with
both partners working. The
Committee of Single Taxpayers
(CO$T) has been working for
several years to eliminate this
inequity . To accomplishthisgoal,
Rep. Ed Koch has again introduced HR 850 in the House
Ways and Means Committee.

been available to homeowners .
Anyone interested in more
information about these bills is
urged to send a long, selfaddressed stamped envelope to
me at the address below,
mentioning that this letter was
read in the Missouri Miner.
Thank you.

Also pending in Ways and
Means is HR 84, introduced by
Rep. Herb Harris, which would
make a beginning toward income tax equality for renters ,
similar to what has for so Ion

Sincerely,
Lee Spencer
Box 4428
Arlington, Virginia 22204-

DQ Luncheon Special
Big Brazier &

Lg·99 C
Fries
Reg. U .S. Pat . Off., Am . D.Q. Corp. (e) Copyright 1977 Am . D.Q. Corp.

ClassHied Ads
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute "student Rate" subscription cards at this campus. Good income, no selling in·
volved. For information & application write to: Mr. D. MeMuth,
3223 Ernst St., Franklin Park, Dlinois 60131.

For Sale: Yamaha. 6-strinl(.c1assical guitar.

A_ FlMy Ctucoe ReICfae
Canoe Capital of the Ozarks

for canoe reservations write: AKERS FEf{R Y CANOE RENTAL
G.E. MAGGARD -- Cedar Grove Route -- Salem, , Mo. Phone: 314-858-3224.

••
How the energy

crisis chills

your chances
So you're getting your degree and
looking for that perfect job. More
power to you. Literally. You'll need it.
America will have to find the energy
it takes to make you a job.
Expressed as heat, this nation
spends at least 71 quads of energy a
year. That's 71 quadrillion BTUs. A 71
followed by IS zeroes. Since one BTU
will heat a pound of water one degree
Fahrenheit , we're talking about bringing 219 trillion pounds of ice to a boil.
That's a glacier thirteen miles long,
two miles wide and a mile thick ,
Every year.
Each working man and woman's
share of our 71 quads comes to
8OO,<XXJ,CXX) BTUs. Of course all that
energy isn't spent on the job. Nor do
all jobs take the same amount.
although most spend more than we
think . But when you look at our available energy and the 89,CXX),CXX) people
at work, then 8OO,CXX).CXX) BTUs is
each job's share.
Now think about the 18,cxx.J,cxx.J
more U.S. men and women experts say
will be look ing for jobs over the next
ten years. At 8OO.cXX),CXX) BTUs apiece.
we'll -have to come up with an ext ra
14.4 quad5 of energy to creat e new
jobs for them.
At Armco. we face the energy
problem every day because it takes
abo ut 29,CXX).CXX) BTUs io make eac h

Call

341-2770.

ton of steel. Our energy bill last year
came to over SJOO,CXX),CXX). The cost
keeps climbing every year. No wonder
companies conserve energy, We have
to, even though most of Armco's
energy comes from coal which we
mine ourselves. When companies can't
get energy, people lose their jobs. We
all learned that during the winter. The
energy crisis is here, An9 it's huge.

Plain talk about

ENERGY
We Americans already know how to
solve the energy crisis. We have the
technology to reach solutions. Yet each
solution comes with its own set of
political problems. Natural gas mustn't
cost too much. Offshore oil mustn't
spoil our beaches. Coal mustn't rape
the land or poison the air. The atom
mustn't threaten to destroy us. Energy
conservation mustn't interfere with
spending BTUs for worthy reasons.
Fair enough. But so far, we're paying more attention to the problems
than we are to the energy itself. We've
got to stop making every social goal
an ideological crusade. We need to
think things through and make rational
trade-offs if we're ever going to get
those 18,CXX),CXX) additional jobs.
Next time some zealot crusades
for anything , test the crusade against
this quest ion: Does it produce at least
one BTU's worth of' energy.? If not, it
won't do a thing to help you get a job.

c

,

ARMCO

V

Free-Armco's plain
talk on how to get
a job
We've got a free booklet to help you
get a job. Use it to set yourself apart,
above the crowd. We answer SO key
questions you'll need to know. Like
why you should bone up on companies
you like. What to do alter the first interview. Hints to make you a more
aggressive, attractive job candidate.
All prepared for Armco by a consulting firm specializing in business
recruiting, with help from the placement staff of ,a leading university.
Send for your free copy of How to
Get a Job. Write Armco Steel Corporation, Educational Relations Dept ..
General Offices, U-2, Middletown ,
Ohio 45043. Our supply is limited,
so write now.

Armco wants 'lour plain talk
about energy and jobs
Does our message make sense') We'd
like to know what you think. Your
personal experiences. Facts you've
found to prove or disprove o ur point.
Drop us a line. We'll send you a more
detailed report on energy and jobs.
Our offer of How 10 Get a Job, above,
tells you how to write us. Let us hear
from you. We've got a stake in more
American jobs.
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Another year, another St.
Pat's. Chaotic, confusing,
crowded, and just a little bit
cold sometimes, we can now
wave goodbye to the Green Era
of 1977. Not without due respect,
however.
The
weekend
definitely had its mo'm ents and
that's what newspapers are all
about anyway . But since this is
a features article, we'll talk
about the feature fulled eV.ents
rather than just the facts.
The annual festivities started
Thursday
with
the
on
Extravaganza featuring the
Quarter Barrel Chug and the
Wet Tee Shirt Contest. Even
through the rain and nip in the
air, Lion's Club Park still held a
large crowd.
The games got into full swing
on Friday afternoon with the
Endurance Chug, the Firl's
Quart Chug, and the Tall Boy
Relay . Again the zaniness drew
a large attendance at the park.
The afternoon was topped off by
the Cudgel Carry, the climax of
the games. Four fraternities
were the sole participation in
the competition this year . They
were Beta Sigma Psi, Pi Kappa
Alpha, Phi Kappa Theta , and
Sigma Tau Gamma. Sadly, only
three cudgels qualified for
judging. Though Beta Sig tried
three times with two different
carriers, even getting as far as
three quarters of the way
through the distance, they were

unable to get their stick across
~h~ finirh line . A truly fine
cudgel they had, also.
A novelty act spiced up the
game Friday also. During the
cudgel competition, the spectators at Lion's Park were
treated with the spectacle of
two skydivers, one of whom
sported a hang glider type of
parachute which he used to the
best of its abilities in order to
put on quite an amazing show of
aerial acrobatics. Overall, a
pretty unique sight - at least
for St. Pat's.
The highlight of the entire St .
Pat's celebration , for the town
and University alike, is the
annual parade held on Saturday
morning . A variety of floats
were entered under the theme
of " The Wild West" along with
various non float entries. Sigma
Phi Epsilon was the winner this
year with their float entitled
"Duel at High Noon" depicting
a gunfight outside of a saloon.
Of course, reigning over the
weekend was the Queen of Love
and Beauty , Miss Mary
Lapinski , Sgima Phi Epsilon's
former candidate . She was
bestowed with such honors as
greeting all the student knights
as they were dubbed and met
Alice.
Another year, another St.
Pat's. But live them well .
Eventually we will all graduate
and leave all this behind.

MISSOURI MINER
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Miners Sweep Doubleheader
Against Evangel College
The baseball Miners won both
ends of an unusual doubleheader last Tuesday, the 22nd,
to improve their record to 2-3.
The hapless Evangel College
squad, now O~ , suffered the
defeats.
The first game was wellpitched., well played , tight
contest that the Miners won 2-l.
The Miners ' scoring came
early as designated hitter Jeff
Walters singled home second
baseman Kenton Eiffert, who
led off with a walk, in the first
inning. Eiffert picked up an RBI
of his own in the second inning
when he sinl(led in Jeff Hanah
who had singled and stole
second to score the decisive run.
Evangel's rWl came in the
fourth on three singles and two
walks - the only time starter
and winning pitcher Ron
Fisher had any trouble. Rfghtfielder Jim Eckelkamp saved a
run by throwing out Evangel's
Dick Clay at third base. Larry
Wuer~ relieved Fisher in the

fifth and retired nine straight
Evangel swingers to ice the
victory . Ron Fisher struck out
six and walked only three in the
four innings that he worked.
In the second game, a wideopen, sandlot affair, the Miners
held off Evangel to win 12-9, in
spite of committing nine errors.
UMR scored four times in the
first inning on three hits and
four walks. Walters, Holcomb,
and Eckelkamp each singled
once to drive in the runs . The
Miners continued their onslaught in the second with two
hits and four walks, with two
errors aided by the shaky
Evangel defense, to score six
more runs . The Miners added
the final two in the fourth when
Dan Vaughn singled in
Eckelkamp and Brian Flynn.
Starter Jeff Walters of UMR
was the winning pitcher, but
was relieved by Rusty
Eckelkamp in the fifth .
Eckelkamp had four singles in
four AB in the nightcap and was

5 for 7 on the day. Five of
Evangel 'srWls were Wlearnedas
they threatened midway
through the contest thanks to
nine errors handed out by the
Miners.
The Miners played Harris
Teachers College SWlday, the
27th, and are next slated to play
Southeast Missouri State
University at home tomorrow,
the first of April. (Seriously).
They are also scheduled to
battle Semo Saturday.
Here are the box scores from
the double-header against
Evangel:

R H E
Evangel

000

100

0

1 5 0

UMR

110 000 x - 2 5

WP: Fisher (UMR)

LP: Laing

R H E
013 022 1 -9 5 4
Evangel
460 200 x - 12 12 9
UMR
WP: Walters
Peebles

(UMR)LP:
Intramural softball action- Phi Kappa Theta vs. Pi
Kappa Phi.
(Photo by Staley)

M-Club
Athlete of
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Get
out
and
Pitch
In!
National Coliege"Pitch In!" Week sponsored
by Budweiset and ABC Radio is April 18 - 22.
All you have to do is get out and
Pitch In! Get your fratern ity ,
sorority or organization to pick
up or paint up on campus or in
your community. Then document
your efforts with snapshots, films,
press coverage , reports or diaries.

Pitc~
In!~

Your group can really aid the
commun ity, and the best projects
are eligible for some terrific educational awards and commemorative " Pitch In!" T-shirts. So,
please, get out and Pitch In! Help
make this year's campaign the
best ever.

For more Information: Contact your Dean of Student Activities or write to
"Pitch Inl" Week, Dept. C, ABC Radio, 1330 Avenue 01 Americas, New York, NY 10019.
KING OF BEERS 4I> • ANHEU SER· BU SCH. INC.

(Void wh .... prohibited by low)

This week's M-Club athlete of
the week is Ron Fisher, a pitcher for UMR's varsity baseball
team . Ron put in a fine performance in last week's games
against Evangel (Tuesday) and
Maryville College of St. Louis
(Saturday ). Ron pitched 4 innings in the game with Evangel ,
which the Miners won 2-l.
Saturday'S entire game was
pitched by Ron , who led the
Miners on to a 3-2 vic.tory over
Maryville. Ron struck out a
total of 11 batters in these
games. These wins give Ron an
2-1 personal record.
Ron 's 5'8" , weighs 160
pounds, and hurls right handedly . He's from St.Louis
County . We hope the rest of his
and UMR's baseball team will
be successful.

..............

-

~

•
•
•
•
•
•

EUROPE via Pan Am 707 •
Less than 'h Economy Fare.
Call collecl (6-9 pm) (314) 994- •
7744 or see your travel agenl •
60 -day advance paymenl.
required UniTravel Charlers •

t. ............ ..
TEACHERS at all levels
Foreign and Domestic
Teachers
Box 1063
Vancouver, Wash. 98660
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Softball and Sally
Converse Coeds
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Sigma Phi Epsilon Leads Intramurals
Intramural Softball season
In intramural wrestling KA
started last week. Games are took first for the tenth year in a
being played nightly on both the row. TKE was second for the
intramural fields and Ber Juan third year in a row finishing
park. The scores from last seven points behind KA. TJ
week's games were not wound up in second and Sig Ep
available as of this writing and and Tech-Eng tied for fourth.
will be printed next week.
It was Sig Ep winning again in
A summary of this semester's intramural handball as they
sports shows Sig Ep increasing placed first in both the singles
their lead over TKE in overall and doubles competition . TKE,
intramural points to 205. TKE Sig Tau, and Tech-Eng. tied for
has also increased their lead second .
over third place Pikers to 83
Bowling results will also be
points. And Tech-Eng seventh listed in next week's paper.
at the end of last semester has
moved up to fourth.
Intramural Standings
In intramural basketball
1. Sig Ep
1897
played earlier this semester,
2. TKE
1692
Sig Ep picked up 300 intramural
points for first place. ABS took ·'3. Pikers
1609
1558
second place in their first year
4. Tech-Eng
1540
5. TJ
of play. And Campus and Pikers
1516
took third and fourth respec- 6. Sig Nu
tively.
1464.5
7. Sig Tau

BY BRIAN
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
?1.

Beta Sig.
Kappa Sig
Phi Kap
MRHA
KA

Lambda Chi
Delta Sig
GDI

Sig Pi
Theta Xi
Wesley
Fela
Triangle
Delta Tau
Campus
ABS
AEP
Focus
Acacia
A Phi A
Mates
BSU
Pi K Phi

1451.5
1395
1323
1171.5
1118.5
1117
1005
908 .5
855 .5
853
786.5
762
727;5
706
683.5
628
627
594.5
592

Sluggers from all eight in- the Football Team, a position
tram aural softball teams had she gladly accepted. Green
their first chances at the plate Gene was becoming a little
last week. There were a few disgruntled with the situationminor mishaps - a fly ball he participated in all of his
caught Snoopy-style (in the fraternity activities, and
2.
mouth), two baserunners en- couldn't understand how one
23.
ding up on the same base, a sorority, nineteen fraternities,
24.
contact len s donated to the and six or seven other organ25 .
intramural fields, a wrong- ziations could take up all of
26 .
handed glove on a right-handed Sally's time. Besides, all her
27.
462
player (Her mother thought activities meant she was con28.
305
since she was right-handed, her versing with other men, and
29.
262.5
birthday glove sould fit her Green Gene wasn't sure Sally
30.
241
right hand, right?), etc., etc. understood that she belonged to
But everyone had fun, and him. Once in a while, Sally went
several enthusiastic coaches to class.
Midway through fall semester
got some new ideas on which
skills need practicing.
of her senior year, Poor Sally
Wednesday night KD won . Spreadthin got into a real jam.
their opener against ABS, 25-2, She had signed up to play inand TJ squeaked one past tramural softball and horWesley, 10-8. The following seshoes, and was also playing
night Crescents and AWS both doubles badminton since she
scored twenty-two runs to beat was the only girl in the house
their respective opponents, ZTA who'd ever held a racket (once,
and WRHA, 22-8 and 22-0.
at a beach party). Student
Personnel had asked her to
As a resul t of the floods that
came over the weekend, serve on a Title IX Evaluation
Monday's games were played Committee, and one of her
Tuesday night, which caused professors (who rarely made it
some scheduling problems for to his 8:30 class on time) , was
the players involved. Wesley requiring attendance at a night
had to forfeit to KD, and lecture on "Budgeting Your
Crescents posted their second Time " .
win , topping ABS, 21-2.
On a fateful Thursday night, Rugby action from the SMIRT tourney last weekend.
(P'noto by H. Burford)
Speaking of scheduling Sally Spreadthin looked a t her
headaches, have you heard the c1aendar and realized (with
saga of Sally Spreadthin? Sally chagrin) that she had a softball
was a student at our fine in- game at 7:00, a badminton
The Stag Midwest Inter- University
(19-10),
and ~onditions. The only score of the
stitution and an active one at match at 7:30, three committee
meetings , and the " Time" collegiate Invitational Rugby Emporia State.
game was a penalty goal kicked
that. As a Foolish Freshman
Rolla's own Ruggers defeated through the uprights by Scott
Sally became involved in many lecture, also at 7:00 pm. At that Tournament was held last
precise and tragic moment, weekend here in Rolla, hosted Rockhurst in the opening round Kelso of Iowa. Each of the
campus activities she
Green .Gene called and by the UMR Rugby Club, and on Saturday (20-6), but !ost to triumphant Iowa p!ayers
responded to the Student
demanded her prescence at an featured 16 teams from all over second-place Central Missouri received an individual plaque
Council's plea for FEMALE
Indian game that night. Much to the midwest and provided two in the next round (16-0). Central and the team took home the
cheerleaders, joined a sorority,
solid days of good rugby action. then continued on and defeated four-foot travelling chamserved as CA (Chief Agitator) of his dismay , Sally .... expired.
The paper officially listed This year's version ended Southwest Missouri State in the pionship trophy again.
the Committee Against Blatant
cause of death as nervous similar to last year's as the semi-finals to give them the The University of Wisconsin
Sexism of Miners (CABSOM),
breakdown.
Poor
Sally University of Iowa repeated as opportunity to challenge Iowa won the consolation bracket to
participated in seven inSpreadthin was entombed in the champions by defeating Central for the championship for the take third place. Wisconsin was
tramural sports, and became a
hockey puck and the following Missouri State in the finals, just second year in a row.
not in the top four last year.
member of the OPCSAD
In the final, played Sunday Last year's third place winners,
inscribed on a plaque (signed by as they did last year.
(Organization for Planning
56 faculty and 232 students):
Iowa advanced to the finals afternoon at 3, Iowa outlasted Missouri University , was
Constructive Social Activities in
by
defeating
Northeast Central 3-0 in an excellent game defeated by Wisconsin (19-0) in
" Here's to Sally Spreadthin Dormitories). Most of the time,
Missouri State (18-3), St. Louis in spite of the extremely muddy the finals of the consolation.
she lost in overtime. "
Sally also went to class.
By the time her sophomore
•
.• • •- - - - - - I C O U P O N - - - - - - .
year arrived, Ms. Spreadthin
had found a true-blue-green
Miner that made her heart
pitter~patter . Her boy friend
805 Pine Street
was in a fraternity; they had
•
The Complete Service Jeweler.
:
stumbled into each other's arms
~.............................
at Greek Games.
·This newfound love obviously
took up a great deal of time, and
since Sally had moved out of the
dorm, she dropped out of OPCSAD. However, in addition to
attending at least one party at
each fraternity that year,
(there were so few girls they
wer in great demand), Sally
was naturally expected to spend
all her extra hours at Green
Gene's frat house, and was
elected President of their Little
Sister group in January.
Realizing her resume needed
some padding, shrewd Sally
joined Phi Eta Sigma and
Reg. $1 69 Each
Alpha Phi Omega. Occasionally
Sally went to class.
Sally's junior year at. UMR
38
was busier than ever. She was
by now a BWOC <Big Woman on
Campus), and her reputation
earned her more invitations.

Iowa U. Repeats As Champs

.............................•

: Christopher Jewelers 1I
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GRAND
11
! RE-OPENING SALE! ICEDRICIS GREAT
! Special prices on items for!

!

2 FOR 2 SALE

1
I

J

: all sports! Come in and : g; 2 Fish & Chips For Only ~
1register for our GREAT BIG 1
1 GRAND OPENING
1
I
1
GIVEAWAYS!
1I You Save

i·
I

:
:

She was asked to serve as the
token woman on the Committee
to Select New Shoulder Pads for

(THIS IS NOT AN APRIL
FOOL'S JOKE!)

: I
: I

1Kenmark Sporting ·Goods 1I

$

00 i

$1

1I
I

Coupon Good 3/31 Thru 4/6

II

:
364-3603
900 PINE ROLLA, MO.
: I
1020 Kingshighway
Rolla, Mo.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - -_ _ _ 'COUPON _ _ _ _ _ _ •
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ar606vIIs EARTH
Take any song from their new
album, ""Men From Earth!'
Describe it. Then take
another. They don't really
sound alike, but each tune has
that special Ozark Mountain
Daredevils flavor. Pristine
instrumental performances
and intricate five-part .
harmonies laced with the
aroma of hickory smoke and
tall pines.

ONA&M
RECORDS
&TAPES

1M
.~~

SEE THE OZARKS WITHOUT LEAVING TOWN.

APRIL 15 - 8:00 PM
MULTI-PURPOSE.
BUILDING ON UMR
.CAMPUS
Tickets Available In Rolla At:
Kenmarks, Ragtime;
& Sound Center
$450 Advance $550 At The Door
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